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Introduction
• A great deal of work has been done recently with regard to smallsats
-

Also known as microsats, minisats, nanosats, picosats and cubesats.

• The low cost and rapid insertion into space is changing the face of the
way we view satellites
-

-

Innovations in manufacturing, miniaturization and fabrication quality have made the concept
of smaller, lighter and lower-cost satellites that perform mission critical functions a
possibility.
Until recently, their development has remained mostly an academic practice advanced by
universities and small research outfits, but this is changing.

• With these advancements also comes a threat.
• To date, at least 30 countries have operated microsatellites
-

China recently established the “world’s largest microsatellite industry park.”

The Threat
• Advances in miniaturization and proliferation of space technology will
provide rogue nations access to very small anti-satellite systems
-

Geopolitical drivers provide the motivation for countering the sovereignty of the United
States in space.

• Small satellites have lowered the cost of entry into the once elite space
club, thus allowing nontraditional countries to become players
• This openness to space also creates a new threat from hostile nations
• With access to the exact same technological
breakthroughs, our nation’s satellites become
exposed to unmonitored attacks, crippling
national security

Capability Gap
One example: Results of a recent Air Force Space Command War Games
assessment (Schriever War Games 5):
Conclusion:
“an enemy with more advanced
space assets can disable U.S.
force capabilities, largely
through the use of small
satellites which cannot be
tracked, monitored, or
assessed.”

- General C. Robert Kehler
- Lt. Gen. Larry James
USAF 14th Air Wing

Example of U.S. shortfall, sensors weren't able to pick up eight small satellites launched by the
Japanese earlier this year until after they flew over the South Pole through the U.S. sensor
network. This is the same problem U.S. commanders face with launches from China.
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Hypothetical Scenario - Details

Premise of Concept
1. Current space tracking systems will never be able to watch everything
all the time, especially given the proliferation of small satellites
2.

Even if this were possible, no current capability exists to discern
between those with hostile intent

3.

Further, there are no effective, existing, space-warfare simulations that
adequately capture the emerging technologies in small-satellite
development

Challenges
• There is no methodology to model and simulate
the system-of-systems needed to provide endto-end situational awareness for complete
traceability of a potentially hostile satellite back
to its host country
• Any new methodology must also provide
enough information to determine whether a
satellite is active -- and its capabilities
• The solution must be able to maintain
“knowledge custody” of all space objects from
the moment of launch
-

if a hostile space attack occurs, the system can produce an
“indisputable chain of evidence”.

Why Smallsats as part of the solution?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick response (i.e., able to load and launch more rapidly)
Low-cost risk (smallsats are very inexpensive to build/test)
Inherently invulnerable as a whole
Wide range of surveillance
Close proximity for ASAT observation and data gathering
Highly maneuverable

With small satellite capabilities emerging, the tools we have foster the
ability to rapidly incorporate these new capabilities into the solution.
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Our Research So Far - Macro
TECHNOLOGY GOALS:
1) enabling technologies and methodologies, advanced concepts and
algorithms, and artificial intelligence for protection against small satellites
2) advanced research into improving space situational awareness (SSA)
given the threat of adversarial small satellites
Current work under way has led to the development of a series of predictive
computer models
For example, for a set of mission objectives, the system will be able to tell
the user the best fit (economics and performance) be it large, small, mini,
micro, nano, pico, femto, or a constellation combination

Our Response - Micro
• As part of a systems-of-systems solution, develop and deliver a capability
in the form of an analytical framework
• Make extensive use of advanced modeling and simulation tools and
algorithms that capture the current surveillance architecture, as well as
current and future satellite capabilities most importantly including small
satellites
• This framework can then be leveraged to determine the best way to
assess hostile intent and to protect our national—and commercial—
assets
• The end result system will lead toward an “indisputable chain of
evidence” leading to attribution

Initial Tools and Processes Used
Architectures
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• Major System Roles
• Small Satellite Roles
• Observation and Data Gathering
• Data Communication
• Maneuvers
• Offensive and/or Defensive
Actions

• Functional Flow Diagrams
• Decision Logic & HITL
•Tie Points to Physical Models

Discrete Event Simulation

Other Technologies (Wild Possibilities)
Ladar / hyperspectral characterization of the micro sats
> determine their fingerprint so they can be recognized whenever
they come and go through our net
> enabling detailed tracking and anomaly recognition (for example
when orbit changes)

COMINT characterization of the satellites
> how often and with what density do they communicate, and with
whom and where
> build models of the types of satellites based on their comm??

MASINT (if active sensors are on board)

Also Make Use of SSN/Space Fence
• Through modeling and simulation, a set of designs can be better integrated
to provide the capability to track an asset from launch to de-orbit.
• Tracking of the launch to deployment via SSN is followed by the space asset
until the launched vehicle is in its initial orbit
• Tracking could then be handed over to the formation of small satellites to get
“close-up” pictures and other data from the potentially hostile satellite

End Result - Operationally Speaking
• Ability to track satellites from launch through to de-orbit, including any
potentially hostile maneuvers
- U.S. would be ready to act with fully informed decisions
• Quickly converge on what satellite(s) may be causing the problem in the
vicinity of the lost communication satellite
- traceability back to the host nation that launched the vehicle(s).
• With rapid deployment of a swarm of small satellites, (for example), we
would be able to take near-real-time defensive or offensive action directly
on the invasive hostile satellite(s)

Conclusion
• The threat of small satellites being used against the U.S. is real
• Not a matter of IF -- but WHEN
• Very little has been accomplished to date to have a solid retaliation plan
• The time is now to begin to develop truly innovative models that lead to
real-world solutions
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